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Contemporary architectural excellence is enviably situated just metres from Chapel Street and certain to exceed

expectations in this deceptively large three-to-four bedroom plus office residence. Sparing no expense and revealing a

remarkable attention to detail, the home has been crafted to create an effortless lifestyle enhanced by flexible spaces that

accommodate all lifestyle scenarios.Securely accessed via a private, north-facing and sun-drenched deck, the home is

instantly engaging as it reveals a gourmet kitchen appointed with the finest V-Zug appliances, all complemented by

marble benches, a showpiece marble splash back and a granite island, as well as two dishwashers and abundant soft close

cabinetry. To the rear of the home, a separate lounge can readily be adapted for use as a fourth bedroom, opening to a

private deck and a 1-2 car garage that itself readily opens-up for party-sized home entertaining.The three principle

bedrooms are each tucked away from the living zones, set upstairs and impressively scaled - the main bedroom under a

spectacular vaulted ceiling, with walk-in robes and a granite-topped ensuite, as well as automated north-facing external

louvres for optimal privacy and climate control. Importantly, the second bedroom also enjoys its own ensuite and walk-in

robes, whilst the third bedroom is conveniently adjacent to a third bathroom and each of the bathrooms are fully-tiled

designer domains with heated towel rails.The special additions and commitment to excellence throughout this luxury-led

trophy home also include zoned and central hydronic heating and air conditioning, as well as split systems, a brilliant

laundry with a hydronic-heated drying room and volumes of inspired storage throughout, plus there is a security alarm,

CCTV and solar power.Simply wander down to Chapel Street to discover a world of crowd-pleasing cafes, fine dining, edgy

bars and teeming nightlife, as well as shopping, plus you have Prahran Market, trams in all directions, trains from Windsor

Railway Station and easy access to an impressive selection of elite schools.


